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With 2023 as a year packed with several successful events from SUT-YES!, Technical Breakfast was 
selected by the SUT-YES! committee as the closing event for the year. The committee had decided to 
select a topic related to Offshore Wind and Digital Technology as these have been the trending topics for 
the underwater industries in recent years.  

After deciding the topic for technical breakfast, the committee approached Adam Czajko from SEA Global 
and Adam agreed to become the speaker for the event. Adam is the Director and Opportunities Manager 
for SEA Global and has experience in delivering offshore wind projects for European clients with his team’s 
exceptional knowledge in technology such as digital twins.  

We chose The Shoe Bar & Cafe for our event due to its prime CBD location, spacious layout, delicious 
breakfast package plus we also had positive experiences with this venue in the past. With collaborative 
marketing efforts from SUT and SUT-YES!, we welcomed 18 attendees on the day. SUT-YES! committee 
members Flora Chiew and Martha Cornwell, alongside SUT member Anand Jyothi, graciously offered their 
support during the event.  

 

The event began at 7.15am with the Welcome Address by Flora Chiew, giving a brief introduction on what 
SUT-YES! is all about. Adam’s presentation started off at 7.20am, with him providing the audience the 
general project workflow at SEA Global. 

He explained the application of digital twins with a few examples showcase based on their Offshore Wind 
Project in Northern Europe. His presentation focused not only on the application of digital twins on 
offshore projects, but also on the challenges faced by Offshore Wind project, such as considerations when 
selecting the cable routes.  



 

Adam’s presentation concluded at 8.00am with a project example that required their team to design and 
install a near coast platform in Europe within six-month timeframe. This was made possible due to the 
wise application of digital twins that efficiently speed up the engineering design for the platform. 

The presentation was followed with a Q&A session, where the audience raised their questions to Adam. 
This session lasted for nearly 20 minutes before Martha Cornwell did the event closing speech. The 
Technical Breakfast with Adam was a tremendous success, demonstrated by the great enthusiasm from 
the audience through their continuous flow of questions on the topic. Breakfast was served while the Q&A 
was ongoing. 

It's worth noting that even after the Q&A session concluded at 8.20am, our audience continued 
interacting with Adam while having breakfast. A group of people gathered around him, engaging in deeper 
conversations on the topic. 

 

The event concluded around 8.45am when Adam and the attendees departed the venue. Everyone found 
the event highly enjoyable and beneficial, expanding both their knowledge and networks during this 
Technical Breakfast.  

  



The SUT and SUT-YES! committee support for this event was also greatly appreciated. Thank you to Tom 
Cavanagh and Brett Pittman from Subsea7 for being the event organisers and facilitating the event 
planning and venue booking; Tina Yang from Wood for the marketing support; Elena Gerginov from Wood 
for support and guidance; Flora Chiew from Intecsea; Anand Jyothi from Stoprust; and Martha Cornwell 
from Woodside for the support on event day. This Technical Breakfast marked a perfect wrap-up for SUT-
YES! 2023.      

Event Sponsors:  

SUT-YES! would like to thank the following sponsors of our event, as the event would not be made possible 
without them: 

 

 


